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Question 1a
Do you consider that the Local Plan is Legally
compliant?

No

Question 1b
Do you consider that the Local Plan sound?

No
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Do you consider that the Local Plan complies with No
the Duty to Cooperate?
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Do you consider that this part of the Local Plan is
unsound because it is not: (tick all that apply)

Positively prepared
Effective
Justified
Consistent with national policy

Question 3a
Your Comments
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Please give details of why you consider that this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant or
unsound or fails to comply with the Duty to Cooperate.
David Clark Draft Local Plan comments.
A Sound Local Plan Should be:
1.0.11 The elements of the test of soundness are set out in the Government’s National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF), namely:
Positively prepared– the plan should be based on a strategy which seeks to meet objectively
assessed development and infrastructure requirements, and be consistent with achieving
sustainable development.
Justified– the most appropriate strategy when considered against reasonable alternatives, based
on proportionate evidence.
Effective– the plan should be deliverable over its period and based on effective joint working on
cross-boundary strategic priorities.
Consistent with national policy– the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable development
in accordance with the policies in the NPPF.
I, David Clark, do not believe Darlington Borough Council’s Draft Local Plan is a sound local plan, it
is not Positively prepared, Justified, Effective, Consistent with national policy for the following reasons:
Climate Change
Critically, in terms of climate-change policy, local plans are legally required to contain policies which
contribute to the mitigation of, and adaptation to, climate change, in line with the Climate Change Act.
At present, the Climate Change Act dictates that the UK achieves an 80% reduction in CO2 emissions
by 2050, which is likely to imminently be upgraded to full carbon neutrality.
This means that local plans should:
1
2

Include an understanding of the baseline CO2emissions within the council area, and the emissions
inherent in future development within the plan period.
Demonstrate how the policies and actions in the local plan will reduce emissions in line with an
80% reduction in CO2emissions by 2050 as required by the Climate Change Act. (In practice
this generally means that new development needs to be zero carbon in construction.)

Local plans which don't include robust policies in line with these requirements are legally challengeable.
There is a legal duty under section 19(1A) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 to
ensure that climate-change mitigation and adaptation are core objectives integrated across all local
planning policy. There is also a legal obligation under the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)
regulations to assess planning policy’s consistency with wider climate-change objectives.
These duties are also supported by requirements in national planning policy and guidance that local
planning supports “radical reductions” in emissions in line with the Climate Change Act, on the basis
of a “robust evaluation of future emissions”.
The Town & Country Planning Association recently conducted a survey of local authorities that revealed
the vast majority (83%) do not have either the knowledge or resources to incorporate the impact of
climate change in planning decisions. Councils also said they needed better information on local
impacts (77%) and the resources to review applications and conduct better analysis (71%).
The growing threat of climate change will have a profound impact on communities and planning policy
will play a central role in building community resilience to mitigate climate change. By the 2050s, the
annual costs from flooding in the UK are expected to increase by between 25% and 80% depending
on whether global temperatures warm by 2°C or 4°C.
A sound, positively prepared, justified, effective local plan that is consistent with national planning
policy should deliver higher densities of development on the most accessible sites that do not rely
heavily on vehicle usage that will increase carbon-monoxide levels. Darlington’s Draft Local Plan has
allocated vast swathes of green-field open-countryside sites surrounding the town for large urban
expansions to help get access to government funding for new roads, especially in the North of the
town where an inner and outer ring road are planned. These expansions will require expensive
carbon-producing new infrastructure roads building for thousands of car-dependent residents living in
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these new urban extensions, with a polluting inner ring road running through them, so higher traffic
congestion for existing and the new local communities.
These traffic fumes contain harmful chemicals that pollute the atmosphere. Vast new road building
with increased traffic emissions will produce greenhouse gases that contribute to climate-change global
warming.

Chapter 14 of the NPPF refers directly to meeting the challenges of climate change, flooding and
coastal change. It states the planning system is required to support the transition to a low-carbon future
and take account of climate change and coastal erosion (where relevant). Plans should shape places
in ways that contribute to radical reductions in greenhouse gas emissions, minimise vulnerability and
improve resilience; encourage the reuse of existing resources, including the conversion of existing
buildings; and support renewable and low-carbon energy and associated infrastructure.

I see no evidence that Darlington’s Draft Local Plan has been climate change audited and do not see
any mention of the Climate Change Act 2008 or how our local plan will help towards the Government’s
carbon net zero 2050 targets

House Purchasing Finance (Mortgages) and Help to Buy Equity Loan amendments
As an independent financial adviser with over 20 years’ experience specialising in mortgages, I have
day-to-day experience of the difficulties clients face obtaining secured borrowing for new-build properties
mainly arising after the credit crunch when lenders started to ask for bigger deposits for new builds
based on new-build purchase price premium, with these properties typically costing about 15-20%
more than the equivalent lived-in home, so buyers who want to sell their property soon after purchase
could be in negative equity as this premium drops away.
So in April 2013, the Government’s Help to Buy Equity Loan scheme making an equity loan available
to purchasers of up to 20% launched. The Help to Buy Equity Loan scheme is designed to help those
who are struggling to save for a larger deposit for a home to get onto the housing ladder and purchase
a new-build property with just a 5% deposit needed, with a loan from the Government of up to 20%
which would allow them to apply for a 75% loan to value mortgage. This scheme has become very
popular with First Time Buyers (FTB), without it many would not have been able to purchase a new-build
property.
This scheme is now into its final phase, it will amend in April 2021 to only be available to true FTBs
so more owners wanting to move to a new build will be excluded. If a couple are purchasing together
and one of the applicants is not a true FTB then the Government’s HTB equity loan will not be available
to them, also regional purchase price caps are being imposed here in the North East. We have the
lowest purchase price cap of £186,100 so if the purchase price is higher no HTB equity loan will be
available to the purchaser meaning those FTBs and home movers will have to find their own deposit
funding, with many lenders looking for 20-15% minimum deposits for new-build purchasers.
https://tinyurl.com/y6c6jpo8 (Help to Buy)
In April 2023, the HTB equity loan will close completely. I feel this will have a huge effect on the
new-home builders who may find their sales figures reducing by large amounts. So does Darlington
need such an inflated amount of new homes in its controversial local plan and will the new-home
builders be happy building most of the properties with purchase prices no more than the North East
price cap of £186,100?
With predictions from the Bank of England and most economists that the coronavirus crisis will push
the UK economy into its deepest recession in 300 years, unemployment figures set to significantly rise
once the Government’s furlough scheme starts to close, and with the new-build HTB scheme due to
amend in 2021 and then close in 2023 that will have a negative effect on new-home sales, we need
to ask the important question - is Darlington’s Draft Local Plan, with its hugely inflated at three times
above the Government’s own OAN/ONS housing numbers, out of date, not effective and not reflecting
the true housing needs of a small market town in the North East with a population of just over 100,000
DBC inflated housing numbers in their DLP are not positively prepared or consistent with national
policy, they are not a true reflection of the town’s housing needs as they should be.
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Lets be realistic here, the Council is saying there are “exceptional circumstances” in Darlington and
that the Government’s own housing numbers and statistics for the town are flawed and the higher
inflated housing numbers will be needed after commissioning a report from a company called Opinion
Research Services based in Swansea at a cost of only £9,000 this figure of its cost has been confirmed
to me in an FOI to DBC.
The ORS commissioned report turns aspirations into predictions about how Darlington will produce
over 7,000 new jobs and the population will increase to try to justify the need for 10,000 new dwellings
to accommodate the employees of these 7,000-plus well-paid jobs Darlington will produce. If it does
then these jobs will be taken up by those already living here who are out of work following the
coronavirus recession. It double number counts and its calculations simply do not add up.
There should be no reason for a local authority to deviate from using the Government’s own OAN/ONS
methodologyand pay a company for a report that states the Government’s calculations are flawed
for Darlington based on some data from 2014. Then we have the Brexit vote that will reduce migration
to some extent and recently a pandemic that has changed the world and made people think more
about how important the green fields are and good food-growing farmland, how good clean fresh air
is and being able to access open countryside to excess. People have been enjoying nature, which is
good for both their physical and mental health, and also the important biodiversity that surrounds our
communities.
Opinion Research Services states in their calculations, many of which do not add up and there is
double number counting, that Darlington may need to build 10,000 new dwellings to accommodate
the new employees who will want to move here to fill the 7,000 new jobs the town is aspiring to produce.
It does not take into account those already living here that are unemployed looking for work and does
not take into account that people commute to other towns for work. Why would someone from another
town in reasonable commuting distance that already owns a home want to sell up, pay estate agents,
solicitors, moving costs, stamp duty (when the threshold is reduced back to normal levels), perhaps
have to ask their children to change schools and find their own 20-15% deposit if they do not have
enough equity from their house sale?
Darlington’s True Housing Need
As already mentioned, unless there are exceptional circumstances there should be no reason for a
local authority to commission an external out-of-town company to formulate a report that goes on to
state that the Government’s own standard methodology for Darlington is flawed in a Darlington Borough
Council Cabinet meeting dated 12thSeptember 2017. A copy of the minutes from that meeting are in
the link below:
https://tinyurl.com/y2egqfsv (Housing White Paper & Local Plan Progress)
In that meeting, they discussed the Government’s standard methodology OAN figures for the preparation
of the Draft Local Plan and gave the impression that they were reluctant to use this methodology so
needed to come up with an exceptional circumstance not to use these Government housing numbers,
which in this case is the commissioned Opinion Research Services report stating if the town generates
7,000 new jobs we will need to build many more new homes to accommodate the new employees.
With its aspirations converting to predictions about Darlington’s population surge, double number
counting and calculations that simply do not add up, many concerned residents decided to crowd-fund
to have both the Draft Local Plan and the ORS commissioned report independently reviewed. Please
see the results of that review in the link below:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LdMSST6j9duIUzn2VEXqhZcjrO04A2iK/view

Darlington’s true housing needs are more affordable homes and more elderly-buyer properties such
as bungalows. The Council themselves have recently highlighted the new birth rates in Darlington
have reduced over a number of decades but an increase in more over 65s, many of whom may currently
be living in larger family homes and may want to downsize into smaller properties. So if our local plan
had more affordable homes and older-purchaser smaller properties for the older population to downsize
into this would free up more family homes for sale which would be a much better reflection of the town’s
true housing needs, a much better use of land rather than plans for 10,000 new homes to be built in
large urban expansions in the green fields and countryside that surrounds Darlington.
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Many of these older people may be happy buying smaller homes near to the town centre as they tend
to want to shop more in physical shops rather than online and this would help generate much-needed
footfall into the town centre. In July this year, the Social Market Foundation published a report calling
for a nationwide programme of repurposing city and town centres towards housing, with vacant retail
space turned into residential property, potentially unlocking 800,000 new housing units.

Also, if these large urban expansions continue into climate change friendly open countryside it will
leave a much bigger carbon footprint which is against NPPF climate-change mitigation aims. So much
urban expansion outwards in many directions around the town can cause the “Doughnut” effect, with
the middle, the town centre, being neglected as these car-dependent residents, with access to new
inner rings or bypasses, head out to the likes of the Metro Centre, Teesside Retail Park and, once
built, the new retail park at Scotch Corner, all offering free parking and welcoming them to spend their
hard-earned money out of Darlington town centre.

NPPF requires:
1
Plan-making
Paragraphs 15 to 37
1

The planning system should be genuinely plan-led. Succinct and up-to-date plans should provide
a positive vision for the future of each area; a framework for addressing housing needs and other
economic, social and environmental priorities; and a platform for local people to shape
their surroundings.
2
Plans should:
(a) be prepared with the objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable
development 10;
(b) be prepared positively, in a way that is aspirational but deliverable;
(c) be shaped by early, proportionate and effective engagement between plan-makers and
communities, local organisations, businesses, infrastructure providers and operators and statutory
consultees;
(d) contain policies that are clearly written and unambiguous, so it is evident how a decision maker
should react to development proposals;

15.Conserving and enhancing the natural environment
1
Planning policies and decisions should contribute to and enhance the natural and local
environment by:
1
a) protecting and enhancing valued landscapes, sites of biodiversity or geological value and
soils (in a manner commensurate with their statutory status or identified quality in the
development plan);
1
b) recognisingtheintrinsiccharacterandbeautyofthecountryside,andthewider benefits from
natural capital and ecosystem services – including the economic and other benefits of the
best and most versatile agricultural land, and of trees and woodland;
1
c) maintainingthecharacteroftheundevelopedcoast,whileimprovingpublic access to it where
appropriate;
1
d) minimisingimpactsonandprovidingnetgainsforbiodiversity,includingby establishing
coherent ecological networks that are more resilient to current and future pressures;
1
e) preventingnewandexistingdevelopmentfromcontributingto,beingputat unacceptable risk
from, or being adversely affected by, unacceptable levels of soil, air, water or noise pollution
or land instability. Development should, wherever possible, help to improve local
environmental conditions such as air and water quality, taking into account relevant
information such as river basin management plans; and
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1
Broad locations for development should be indicated on a key diagram, and land-use
designations and allocations identified on a policies map. Strategic policies should provide a
clear strategy for bringing sufficient land forward, and at a sufficient rate, to address
objectively assessed needs over the plan period, in line with the presumption in favour of
sustainable development.

1

Strategic policy-making authorities should collaborate to identify the relevant strategic matters
which they need to address in their plans. They should also engage with their local
communities and relevant bodies including Local Enterprise Partnerships, Local Nature
Partnerships, the Marine Management Organisation, county councils, infrastructure providers,
elected Mayors and combined authorities (in cases where Mayors or combined authorities do
not have plan-making powers).
I can confirm DBC have not engaged positively with local communities the limited public
meetings they have held has been more of a case of This is what we want to get money from
the government for infrastructure so this is what you are going to get!

Question 5
Attendance at Examination Hearings

If your representation is seeking a change, do you Yes, I wish to participate at the examination hearings
consider it necessary to participate in the
examination hearings?
Question 6
Do you request to be notified that the Local Plan
has been submitted to the Secretary of State for
independent examination under section 22(3) of
the regulations and to be notified of the adoption
of the Local Plan?

Yes, I request to be notified

Document Change Required
Yes
Action/Change to be made

No document change but bring together information to answer challenges on climate change. Also
references Green Party response to Local Plan, consider and respond to the issues in this document.
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Question 1a
Do you consider that the Local Plan is Legally
compliant?

No

Question 1b
Do you consider that the Local Plan sound?

No

Question 1c
Do you consider that the Local Plan complies with No
the Duty to Cooperate?
Question 2
Do you consider that this part of the Local Plan is
unsound because it is not: (tick all that apply)

Positively prepared
Justified
Consistent with national policy

Question 3a
Your Comments
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Please give details of why you consider that this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant or
unsound or fails to comply with the Duty to Cooperate.
A statement on Page 16 of Darlington Borough Councils 5 year housing supply statement June 2020
link below :
https://www.darlington.gov.uk/media/12000/5-year-housing-supply.pdf
Skerningham site 251
“Potential allocation.The Council has been and is continuing to engage with landowners and developers
at Skerningham, in order to identify all of the constraints and opportunities involved, and to prepare a
masterplan for the area. An area in the western part of the site is anticipated to come forward as
a separate planning application sooner and as such delivery is estimated to start within the
five period”

Darlington Borough Councils 5 year housing supply statement June 2020 which clearly states
on page 3 we will have a 15 year supply of houses the controversial Draft Local plan only has
16 years left on its term so even if no houses were built in Skerningham we would still have a
good 15 year supply of homes so why can Skerningham site 251 not be removed from the draft
local plan

Question 4
Changes Sought
Please Note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested change, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. There is the opportunity to attach Word or PDF files before submitting your comment.
After this stage, further submissions will only be at the request of the Inspector, based on the matters
and issues identified for examination.
Please set out what change(s) to the Local Plan you consider necessary to make it legally compliant
or sound. You will need to say why this change will make the Plan legally compliant or sound. It will
be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording for any policy or text.

Five Year Supply
6.2.5
Darlington Borough Councils 5 year housing supply statement June 2020
A statement on Page 16 of Darlington Borough Councils 5 year housing supply statement June 2020
link below :
https://www.darlington.gov.uk/media/12000/5-year-housing-supply.pdf
Skerningham site 251:
“Potential allocation.The Council has been and is continuing to engage with landowners and developers
at Skerningham, in order to identify all of the constraints and opportunities involved, and to prepare a
masterplan for the area. An area in the western part of the site is anticipated to come forward as
a separate planning application sooner and as such delivery is estimated to start within the
five period”
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This Western Part of the site will be an application from The Banks Group for Land at Beaumont Hill
for 350 homes Please see attached photo downloaded from the Banks Group website last year , this
site would incorporate the main access route in Skerningham which will be known as the Inner ring
road. Both DBC and the Banks Road are stating to residents this site has nothing to so with
Skerningham’s main site 251 and will be a completely separate planning application but it will incorporate
the inner ring road route which is also the developers of Skerningham Garden Community who are
Skerningham Estate Ltd ( Company house No 10843215 with 1 Company Director) / Darlington Garden
Village limited (company house No 12749117 with 2 company directors both companies sharing same
registered address so connected limited companies, it has been stated In a MHCLG application 2018
for Garden Village Status that DBC are to become partners of Darlington Garden Village ltd) main
access route from A167 over into Skerningham via a high raised road bridge which will visible from
most of North Darlington which will spoil the current natural looking landscape of the open countryside
around North Darlington.
There is No mention of Skerningham Garden Community main access route / inner ring running through
the site Known as Land at Beaumont Hill but the Banks Group attached photo below clearly shows
the a roundabout on the A167 with a road leading off to the West of this roundabout and the road to
the east running through this site to run up to the East Coast railway line where a road bridge would
have to be built over into Skerningham as no mention of this Main access road within this site in the
Draft Local Plan so its not positively prepared and consistent with National policy NPPF rules.
Darlington Borough Councils 5 year housing supply statement June 2020 which clearly states
on page 3 we will have a 15 year supply of houses the controversial Draft Local plan only has
16 years left on its term so even if no houses were built in Skerningham we would still have a
good 15 year supply of homes so why can Skerningham site 251 not be removed from the draft
local plan

Question 5
Attendance at Examination Hearings

If your representation is seeking a change, do you Yes, I wish to participate at the examination hearings
consider it necessary to participate in the
examination hearings?
Question 6
Do you request to be notified that the Local Plan
has been submitted to the Secretary of State for
independent examination under section 22(3) of
the regulations and to be notified of the adoption
of the Local Plan?

Yes, I request to be notified

Question 7
Please upload any supporting documents here. Please do not include any signatures or other personal
data such as home addresses which you would not wish to see published on the Council's website.
Photo from The Banks Group website last year
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Question 1a
Do you consider that the Local Plan is Legally
compliant?

No

Question 1b
Do you consider that the Local Plan sound?

No

Question 1c
Do you consider that the Local Plan complies with
the Duty to Cooperate?

No

Question 2
Do you consider that this part of the Local Plan is
unsound because it is not: (tick all that apply)

Positively prepared
Effective
Justified
Consistent with national policy

Question 3a
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Your Comments
Please give details of why you consider that this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant or unsound
or fails to comply with the Duty to Cooperate.
1.0.11 The elements of the test of soundness are set out in the Government’s National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF), namely:
Positively prepared– the plan should be based on a strategy which seeks to meet objectively
assessed development and infrastructure requirements, and be consistent with achieving sustainable
development.
Justified– the most appropriate strategy when considered against reasonable alternatives, based
on proportionate evidence.
Effective– the plan should be deliverable over its period and based on effective joint working on
cross-boundary strategic priorities.
Consistent with national policy– the plan should enable the delivery of sustainable development
in accordance with the policies in the NPPF
Skerningham and its Community Woodland Site 251 490 hectares the largest site in DBC
controversial draft local plan.
The Community Woodland was originally developed by North East Community Forests Development
Company, to provide woodland walks and places for picnics Planting of more than 12,000 trees. It has
received many thousands of pounds worth of Government and EU backed grants over the years to purchase
and plant trees for the Community woodland, to also help the environment and biodiversity.
The woodland also provide’s a home for the rare black poplar, which were grown from cuttings by pupils
in Darlington.
Skerningham has 2 ancient Right of Way running right through this proposed development site Salters
Lane running through Skerningham and Green Lane running from Glebe Rd and along the top and down
the East side of Springfield Park.
No one knows how old Salters Lane is but its believed to be the 2nd oldest pack horse route in Country
Durham, a number of years back DBC were awarded an EU grant to help improved Salters Land by putting
in a hard base along its route to help make it more accessible to residents all year around as it use to get
extremely boggy during heavy rain periods and Winter. Currently residents can enjoy who horse riding ,
walking and cycling along Salters Lane as it zigzags through Skerningham in its open countryside/ farmland
surrounded by thriving Biodiversity by allowing a large urban extension of up to 4,500 to surround Salters
Lane will spoil its current appeal to residents who can current use if away from housing, vehicle population
and noise and chase away the local wildlife that lives in open countryside and farmlands including a large
number of endangered red lists birds.
Darlington Borough Council use to be proud of Skerningham Community Woodland always talking about
protecting , extending for residents and future generations to enjoy so it ever disheartening to see them
allocate Skerningham and our community woodland into their controversial Draft Local Plan and becoming
partners of Darlington Garden Village Ltd to help develop this Garden Community of up to 4,500 new
dwellings.
Please see below from a DBC cabinet meeting held 11th December 2007 the link below the comment is
to the minutes of that cabinet meeting:
1

The land in question (see Map attached) lies on the urban fringe of Darlington, just to the north of
Green Lane and Beaumont Hill and currently outside of the development limit for the Darlington
urban area in the Borough of Darlington Local Plan. It is green field and is judged to have low
development potential, lying as it does adjacent to the railway line, having a major historical
right of way running through it, as well as having high voltage power lines running overhead. It
has been described as the ‘Jewel in the Crown’ in Darlington’s Right of Way Improvement
Plan’ (ROWIP) because of its potential to provide access to very high grade, ‘quality
countryside’ in this part of town, as well as strategically for the whole of the town’s population.
At the moment however, the land forms a buffer between the very attractive new Community
Woodland at Skerningham and the urban fringe of north Darlington, forcing people to walk through
uninteresting arable crops in order to access the new 50 hectare Community Forest
https://www.darlington.gov.uk/PublicMinutes/Cabinet%5CDecember%2011%202007%5CItem%2018.pdf
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The Woodland Trust estimates a young mixed woodland can store 400+ tonnes of carbon per hectare,
so environmental and climate change friendlly.
Skerningham Community Woodland is described on DBC website as:
“Many people come to this large nature reserve to go on walks. It is in Harrowgate Hill, at Ketton Hall
Farms. You can park at the top of Glebe Road to reach Skerningham but there is a one mile walk to the
woods. There is a pond and amphitheatre to find.”
Skerningham Woodland currently has a very large Badger set these are protected under the
Protection of Badgers Act 1992, these large badger sets would be disturbed by DBC and the developers
lands to relocate a golf course into the community woodland.
Please take a look at this quite recent Northern Echo article it will give you a flavour of how DBC use to
promote and Cherish Skerningham and the Community Woodlands.
https://www.thenorthernecho.co.uk/opinion/letters/18449263.letters-our-councillors-no-interest-

The developers of Skerningham with the backing of DBC and Tees Valley Major as part of the large site
development plan to relocate Darlington Golf Club into Skerningham Community Woodland site this would
mean thousands of healthy well established trees being felled to make room for the Golf Course fairways
that are largely chemical and pesticide dependent, so a good majority of the new dwellings can be built
on Darlington Golf Course current site.
Please see attached a copy of the developers plans for Skerningham you will see the new golf course site
and also the developers proposed Biodiversity and habitat creation to the West of the site this is to classed
as DBC’s and the developers Biodiversity Net gains for the site, any newly planted saplings will take a
good 20-30 years to become as established as the healthy trees and hedgerows this development will
remove to make way for access roads, housing and a new golf course.
I have also been shown plans that show if the Northern Bypass Route A is funded and built the developers
and DBC want to build an access road from Skerningham Garden Community to link up with the Northern
Bypass this access road is planned to run through the heart of their newly planted Biodiversity and habitat
creation if cutting down most of the community Woodland was not bad enough this new connecting road
to run right through the Biodiversity and habitat creation would have a 2nd devastation effect on the local
wildlife and other biodiversity in the area.
Based on the Councils and developers plans I do not see how this site and offer a net biodiversity gain
by planting new trees and creating a biodiversity and habitat area then putting a connecting road right
through it.
National Planning Policy Framework No 8 states making effective use of land, helping to improve
biodiversity, using natural resources prudently, minimising waste and pollution, and mitigating and adapting
to climate change, including moving to a low carbon economy.
With Skerningham strategic allocation including its Government & EU funded Community Woodland I do
not see how it fits within NPPF regulations and contributes to a positively prepared and Sound Local Plan
therefore it should be removed and Skerningham natural countryside be left as it is currently.
If the local farmers had come up with a plan to build a Garden Community and wanted to put a new golf
course into the Community Woodland they would have been laughed right out of the Town Hall , by allowing
and supporting this controversial site its proof this Draft Local plan was up together to try to lever tax
payers money in to fund new roads, it has nothing to do with the true housing need of Darlington which a
good sound local plan should be.
NPPF
1

Achieving sustainable development means that the planning system has 3 overarching objectives,
which are interdependent and need to be pursued in mutually supportive ways (so that opportunities
can be taken to secure net gains across each of the different objectives):
an economic objective– to help build a strong, responsive and competitive economy, by ensuring
that sufficient land of the right types is available in the right places and at the right time to support
growth, innovation and improved productivity; and by identifying and coordinating the provision of
infrastructure
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a social objective– to support strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by ensuring that a sufficient
number and range of homes can be provided to meet the needs of present and future generations;
and by fostering a well-designed and safe built environment, with accessible services and open
spaces that reflect current and future needs and support communities’ health, social and cultural
well-being; and
an environmental objective– to contribute to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and historic
environment; including making effective use of land, helping to improve biodiversity, using natural
resources prudently, minimising waste and pollution, and mitigating and adapting to climate change,
including moving to a low carbon economy.

Question 4
Changes Sought
Please Note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting information
necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested change, as there will not normally be a
subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation at publication stage.
There is the opportunity to attach Word or PDF files before submitting your comment.
After this stage, further submissions will only be at the request of the Inspector, based on the matters
and issues identified for examination.
Please set out what change(s) to the Local Plan you consider necessary to make it legally compliant or
sound. You will need to say why this change will make the Plan legally compliant or sound. It will be
helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording for any policy or text.
Remove Skerningham site 251 from the DLP DBC have a good 15 year new housing supply without this
site.
Question 5
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Attendance at Examination Hearings

If your representation is seeking a change, do you
consider it necessary to participate in the
examination hearings?

Yes, I wish to participate at the examination hearings

Question 6
Do you request to be notified that the Local Plan
Yes, I request to be notified
has been submitted to the Secretary of State for
independent examination under section 22(3) of the
regulations and to be notified of the adoption of the
Local Plan?
Question 7
Please upload any supporting documents here. Please do not include any signatures or other personal data
such as home addresses which you would not wish to see published on the Council's website.
Skerningham Garden Community developers plans
supported by DBC
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Mr David Clark (1169805)
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Darlington Local Plan 2016-2036 (Regulation 19)
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(Strategic Policy) (View)
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Magic maps showing Skerningham Woodland

Question 1a
Do you consider that the Local Plan is Legally
compliant?

No

Question 1b
Do you consider that the Local Plan sound?

No

Question 1c
Do you consider that the Local Plan complies with No
the Duty to Cooperate?
Question 2
Do you consider that this part of the Local Plan is
unsound because it is not: (tick all that apply)

Positively prepared
Effective
Justified
Consistent with national policy

Question 3a
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Your Comments
Please give details of why you consider that this part of the Local Plan is not legally compliant or
unsound or fails to comply with the Duty to Cooperate.
1.0.11 The elements of the test of soundness are set out in the government’s National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF), namely:
Positively prepared– providing a strategy which, as a minimum, seeks to meet the area’s
objectively assessed needs and is informed by agreements with other authorities, so that unmet
need from neighbouring areas is accommodated where it is practical to do so and is consistent
with achieving sustainable development
The amount of housing to be planned for is one of the most important issues within the Local Plan.
The NPPF was re-issued with a number of changes in July 2018, one of which was the introduction
of the standard method for calculating housing need. The Framework states, to determine the minimum
number of homes needed, strategic policies should be informed by a local housing need assessment,
conducted using the standard method in national planning guidance – unless exceptional
circumstances justify an alternative approach which also reflects current and future demographic
trends and market signals.
Darlington’s Exceptional Circumstances : Is a commissioned report costing £,9,000 (confirmed in
FOI request) from a company called Opinion Research Services, that states the Governments own
OAN / ONS for Darlington are flawed and if we produce 7,000 new jobs we may need to build 10,000
new homes to accommodate all these new employees. Some of their calculations do not add up,
they have double number counted, and they have turned aspirations into predictions.
On the back of this commissioned ORS report DBC planning officers have allocated approximately
1005 hectares of land which is enough for 35,172 new dwellings working on a ratio of 35 dwellings
per hectare , we are looking at vast area’s of greenfield/farmland/countryside allocation for low density
urban expansions pushing the boundaries of Darlington further away from the heart of the town the
town centre , most of this allocated land is habitat and biodiversity rich, carbon and climate change
emergency friendly.
Skerningham Garden Community site 251 is the largest site allocated within the Draft Local of
around 490 ha, so should have the most engagement with the communities in North Darlington this
development would affect but this has not been the case according to MHCLG Garden Community
prospectus local communities should be engaged with and involved at an early stage, this has not
happened with Skerningham Garden Community proposal many local communities residents did not
know anything about it until reading articles in the local newspaper from 2018 onwards.
In the developer of Skerningham 35 page document entitled North Darlington, Skerningham A Garden
community for Tees Valley, dated November 2018 which was submitted to MHCLG along with their
Bid to join Garden Communities programme application they state many times they have been engaging
with the communities, gathering evidence for 2 years before an application was submitted so that is
stating from 2016 but Skerningham Estates ltd who submitted the application was only incorporated
on 30 June 2017 so not sure how this early engagement from an early stage with communities has
been possible.
They go onto state a website is available to local communities to give them information about their
plans and contact details here’s the link : https://www.skerningham.co.uk/ this website seemed to be
open to the public until the day after the developer received a Garden Village status in June 2019 it
then reverted to a message of this site is under construction and remained that way ever since so
anyone clicking onto that website in a google search would now be given the impression that
Skerningham Garden Community may be currently under construction.
Based on the DLP’s largest site 251Skerningham lack of community involvement and not being allowed
to have any meaningful say in the proposals for this site Darlington Draft Local plan has not been
positively prepared with the best interests of the towns residents, not the best effective usage of land
with other alternatives not being explored or considered and no real thought into the Environmental
impact such a site would have on biodiversity, climate change act 2008 seems not to be taken into
account also the Government’s/ DBC pledge to be carbon neutral by 2050 in fact we see no evidence
of this local plan being carbon audited and as importantly climate change emergency.
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On DBC’s DLP online portal there seems to be no working interactive map for the general public to
look at and do searches to see where these allocated sites around the town and what is on these
sites, Skerningham has a large nature reserve as described on DBC own website, 2 ancient public
rights of way, Green Lane and Salters Lane pack horse route, a number of listed buildings a medieval
village which DBC seems to of missed of their list Appendix C heritage assets.
* Justified– an appropriate strategy, taking into account the reasonable alternatives, and based
on proportionate evidence
To allow sites such as Skerningham Countryside park site 251 to be allocated within this draft local
plan without taking into account all reasonable alternatives is not justification.
In the past DBC have classed this site as having low potential for development due to its location
having the East coast railway line running to the West of the site there an expensive road bridge would
need to be built so its main access from the A167 the developer had an access road planning to run
through a local community Springfield park this has been removed from the draft local plan following
an outcry from the local community, having this road in the masterplan would also constitute to the
local plan not be positively prepared as no public notice or consultation has been previously carried
before drawing up road access plans and allocating Springfield community park land as part of the
development it just appeared in there.
In DB’s Darlington’s Rights of Way Improvement Plan they discuss Skerningham:
“The opportunities north of the northern fringe of Darlington have already been mentioned. This area
has the potential to be the jewel in the crown of Darlington’s countryside provision, having most
of the elements necessary to fulfil a majority of the aims central to the vision of this ROWIP”.
Thousands of existing communities cherish this site and class it as accessible tranquil countryside
with much needed working food growing farmlands where residents can get away from traffic, noise
and enjoy nature watching take a walk through the woodlands enjoy the natural landscape of Ketton
Valley which is just the other side of the River Skerne.
Following the local communities outcry over Springfield park proposed access road DBC agreed to
carry out a traffic modelling report in the summer of 2019 we would of thought such a Traffic modelling
report would have been carried out before allocating the local community park for a major access road
for a large urban extension Garden Community of a potential 4,500 new dwellings, this Traffic modelling
report showed a potential of some 6,000 vehicle using it daily this additional traffic congestion would
spill out daily onto the already busy A1150 which has 3 roundabouts, 5 sets of traffic lights on it, three
local schools and a large busy supermarket and has slow moving traffic during school terms so under
public protest DBC agreed to remove Springfield community Park from any road development.
A Garden Community according to MHCLG should not encroach or effect existing local communities
they should be self sufficient have their own schools, GP surgeries etc so basically a small town in
itself , because of its location and the amount of additional traffic congestion Skerningham GC will
generate that will spill out onto already busy existing roads in North Darlington even if a Northern
Bypass costing hundreds of millions to the tax payer was built around North Darlington any traffic relief
that new bypass would bring would be replaced by even more car dependent residents from these
urban expansions to North Darlington Burtree Garden Village and Skerningham we are looking at
6,500 new dwellings add in the rest of the allocated sites in the area and we are looking at upwards
to 9,000 this cannot be good for both the new residents and existing ones traffic pollution is dangerous
threat to our health.
Darlington’s population is not forecasted to increase by such a large amount to warrant so much
allocated land that would allow up to 16,000-17,000 in fact DBC are stating birth rates in Darlington
have declined and smaller class sizes this is the reason they plan not to build a school at one of the
large sites allocated in the DLP instead bus the residents children or ask parents to drive their children
to the local existing schools which will add to the school run traffic congestion morning and afternoon
during school term times.
If Darlington were to produce 7,000 new jobs many of these will be taking up by those already living
in the town or people will commute in and out. The developer on page 7 of their bid to join Garden
communities programme submitted to MHCLG in 2018 state “The population of Darlington is
forecast to grow by 9,500 – 12,400 persons over he next 20 years to 2036” forgive the pun but
there is no concrete evidence of this with even the local authority DBC not predicting should a large
raise in Darlington’s population.
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A small country (compared to others) heavily in debt that grows and produces less than 50% of the
food we consume each year so we have to pay to export food in from many other countries which
does not help Climate Change, cannot afford to start to build on most of our good food producing
farmlands like Skerningham that surrounds North/East Darlington, its not a good usage of land when
there are many brownfields sites and empty office and retail space that could be redeveloped to supply
more much needed affordable housing.
The developer mentions the well documented housing shortage in their Garden Community submitted
documents as a financial adviser helping clients arrange mortgages none of my Darlington clients
have ever had a problem for the last 25 years finding a suitable property to purchase, this is borne by
the fact the Governments own OAN/ ONS housing needs are 177 pa or 3,540 over the local plans
term but DBC with encouragement from the developers have chose to inflate these to 500 pa then
allocate enough sites to build 16,000 – 17,000 new dwellings.
The developers submitted application forms state research shows Darlington could accommodate a
Garden Village well we already have one West Park Garden Village and a second one proposed at
Burtree lane which is very close to site 251 so does a small rural market town such as Darlington with
a population of around 106,000 with no real concrete evidence of the town’s population about to
increase to such an amount to warrant 3 Garden Villages and hundreds of millions of tax payers money
to fund the new roads that will be needed to accommodate these car dependent urban Sprawl extensions
out into the Greenfields , farmlands and countryside surrounding Darlington when the alternatives
already withing the town’s current planning boundaries are being ignored.
It seems to be a Local Plan with vastly inflated new dwellings for the benefit of land developers and
to help DBC lever in hundreds of millions of government funding to build all these new roads for more
than threes the homes the governments own Objectively Assessed Numbers state at 3,540 over the
20 year period so a bad for the environment carbon producing from all this building vicious circle.
This controversial draft Local Plan that is stating Darlington has “exceptional Circumstances” to warrant
more than 3 X the Governments. Own OAN/ONS housing number figures of 177pa is out date before
being examined, since it was formulated we have had Brexit, the Government’s Help to Buy Equity
loan scheme amended April. 2021 with a North East purchase price Cap of only £186,100 for
TRUE first time buyers only, then closes completely 2023, now a global Pandemic that has changed
what many think about our cherished green spaces, food growing farmland’s, countryside and
Biodiversity.
* Effective–. deliverable over the plan period, and based on effective joint working on
cross-boundary strategic matters that have been dealt with rather than deferred, as evidenced by the
statement of common ground;
Developers of Skerningham Garden Community have stated the infrastructure needed to develop site
251 is deliverable from private investment without any help from the Government but Government
funding would be helpful and the development has a £600 million estimated build costs.
Because of its location Skerningham will be expensive to out in the necessary infrastructure page 9
of the developers Bid to Join Garden Communities programme lists:
Bridge over the East Coast Main line
Connection from A66 Great Burdon
2 primary schools
1 secondary school
Health care hub
Relocation golf course and associated facilities
Environmental and landscape enhancements creating new permissive public routes to and long the
river Skerne.
DBC with support from Tees Valley Combined Authority placed a bid to Forward Funding Strand of
Homes England’s Housing Infrastructure Fund in 2016/2017 for an ask for £250 million new highways,
new junctions, rail and river crossings, utilities, drains and sewers and founded ground which
was unsuccessful.
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There are other sites including brownfield sites near to or next to existing highways that have been
ignored within Darlington’s Draft Local Plan that would not need this sort of funding from tax payers
government funding.

Consistent with national policy–. enabling the delivery of sustainable development in accordance
with the policies in this Framework.
Just the above comments show how the whole of Darlington’s controversial Local Plan is not consistent
with national policy but lets look at site 251 Skerningham some more.
On DBC own website the Community Woodland that has been funded by many Government and EU
backed woodland grants as this large nature reserve its full of thriving biodiversity with many red
listed birdlife spotted and photographed in the area, the developers plans as above is to relocate
Darlington Golf Club into the Community Woodland which would mean many thousands of trees to
be felled to make way for the new courses fairways it’s a know fact that golf courses are heavily
dependent on water current DGC on their current site take some of their heavy water supply from an
underground lake under that site , if relocated where is he golf course going to draw its heavy water
from supply from, and what may happen to the water tables under their existing site where the
developers are planning to locate most of the thousands of new dwellings on it will raise causing the
site to flood more often than it currently does.
Parts of the golf course have had to close after heavy or long periods of rain falls because of flooding,
also golf course are dependent on Chemicals and pesticides to sprayed on them to keep the course
so lush and green, as the relocation of the golf course will be into the current site of the community
woodland and the banks of the River Skerne during rain falls most of these will wash into the nearby
river causing the PH to change which will affect the biodiversity that depends on the river and also be
washed further downstream.
Details of the flooding problems on the existing golf course and the underground lake can be found in
the interesting history of Darlington Gold Club link below page 75
Despite attempts to rectify course drainage, problems of flooding across the 8th, 6th & 5th fairways
in exceptionally heavy rain continued. Advice was sought from ‘drainage experts’ and as a result the
club embarked on a theory that a bore hole at the lowest point of the 6th fairway or rough, may find
bedrock, into which floodwater could drain through into the natural lake from which we draw our
irrigation water. A trial borehole was commenced at the 6th hole, but after 30 metres of solid grey
clay, the project was abandoned.
https://tinyurl.com/yyebzm2x (100 Years of Darlington Golf Club)
The developers of Skerningham plans are stating most of the thousands of new dwellings and the
Schools are to be built on the golf course existing site once its relocated into the current Community
Woodland site where thousands of Government & EU funded trees would be removed to make room
for it, with a long history of flooding on the golf course current site would it be in NPPF policy to build
so many new dwellings on a flood risk site with climate change in the future we are facing more periods
of heavy rain falls.
On page 11 of the developers Bid to join Garden Communities programme submitted application to
MHCLG it states:
“Initial feasibility work and technical studies have not identified any fundamental constraints that would
preclude development delivery. Of note, the proposed development is located out with areas of flood
risk and the master-plan has been prepared cognisant of heritage assets in the area.”
Removing thousands of healthy established trees from the Community Woodland to make way for a
heavy water, chemical and pesticide new golf course for these chemicals to then wash into the River
Skerne will also remove much of the natural drainage from the site which slopes down towards the
river which during heavy rain falls will send a lot more water into the Skerne which will cause more
flooding problems further downstream.
Loss of habitat and biodiversity by removing a large part of the Community Woodland will cause a
Biodiversity loss, yes the developer plants to plant some more trees in a small field close to Barmpton
village but that newly planted area will take over 16 years to become as established as the trees and
habitat that’s made way for a new golf course the if the Darlington Northern Link road route A is funded
the developer plans to build a connecting road from the site to the new link riad that will cut this new
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habitat and biodiversity in two by planning this and so many new dwellings on the site there will be no
biodiversity net gain as NPPF say there needs to be.
Darlington’s draft local plan seems to be a local plan that has allocated most available Greenfields,
farmlands and countryside for up to 16,000- 17,000 new dwellings to facilitate gaining access to
infrastructure government funding to build new roads nothing to do with the towns true housing needs,
it will have a large damaging affect to the local environment, biodiversity and not help to towards the
local authority and Governments 2050 carbon neutral pledge have they also forgotten about the
government’s 25 year green plan which is all about protecting town and cities countryside and its
wildlife link below:

https://tinyurl.com/y5t4dskm (A Green Future)

Question 4
Changes Sought
Please Note your representation should cover succinctly all the information, evidence and supporting
information necessary to support/justify the representation and the suggested change, as there will not
normally be a subsequent opportunity to make further representations based on the original representation
at publication stage. There is the opportunity to attach Word or PDF files before submitting your comment.
After this stage, further submissions will only be at the request of the Inspector, based on the matters
and issues identified for examination.
Please set out what change(s) to the Local Plan you consider necessary to make it legally compliant
or sound. You will need to say why this change will make the Plan legally compliant or sound. It will
be helpful if you are able to put forward your suggested revised wording for any policy or text.
Remove site 251 Skerningham Garden Community , or if its to remain remove the developers plans
to remove a large part of the Community Woodland to replace it with a new golf course , according to
Debra Magic Map the woodland has two of the oldest parts Skunny woods & Hutton Plantation classed
as Priority habitat inventory deciduous woodland and the community Woodland newest part where
the new golf course planned has received Woodland Grants scheme 3 .
Question 5
Attendance at Examination Hearings

If your representation is seeking a change, do you Yes, I wish to participate at the examination hearings
consider it necessary to participate in the
examination hearings?
Question 5a
Participation at Examination Hearings
Please note the inspector will determine the most appropriate procedure to adopt to hear those who have
indicated that they wish to participate at the examination hearings.
If you wish to participate at the examination hearings, please outline why you consider it to be
necessary?
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Supply evidenced documentation to the MHCLG building inspector.
Question 6
Do you request to be notified that the Local Plan Yes, I request to be notified
has been submitted to the Secretary of State for
independent examination under section 22(3) of
the regulations and to be notified of the adoption
of the Local Plan?
Question 7
Please upload any supporting documents here. Please do not include any signatures or other personal
data such as home addresses which you would not wish to see published on the Council's website.
Magic maps showing Skerningham Woodland
Document Change Required
Yes
Action/Change to be made

No change required but need to consider points regarding consultation.
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